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 Imagine this situation  

The scenario – You have a bunch of teenagers turn up to Youth Group – love the games, 
love the food, love their phones (which they can’t seem to ignore), and love the fact that 
they get to see their friends outside of school time. It might be the start of the year and so 
time for new groups to start, or it could be in the middle of term – and you quickly realise 
that you need to get a new group up and running for newcomers and existing members. 

They have no idea what a Christian is, they have never read a Bible, and they are not sure 
how to pray (and even if they did they won’t want to pray in front of their mates). But there 
are some in the group who know this church thing, would call themselves Christian, and see 
some kind of value in meet as a group around the Bible. And you, as a leader, have 40 
minutes with them each Friday night! 

The outcome – Struggle!  

Why? In part because they are teenagers. In part because there are no set expectations and 
each teenagers may be coming for different reasons.  

As the leader, what would you do? 

 

 

 

We are going to look practically at the Youth Growth Group. Not the Youth Group at large, 
but the smaller age and or gender group that you divide off into so that you can discussion 
the Bible passage/topic for the week. 

How do you get it started in a helpful way. 

Three aspects to consider: 

1. What are the goals for your Youth Growth Group? (purpose and activities) 

2. Who are the particular members? (expectations and commitment) 

3. How should the group work? (logistics and group life).  

   

1. What are the goals for your Youth Growth Group? (purpose and activities) 

Colossians 1:28-2:5 
 

 What was Paul’s purposes for the Colossians in 1:28? 
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 What is his reasoning? 
 

 

 How is 2:2 different from 1:28? 
 
 
 

 Why did Paul write this? 
 
 
 

 Can we take anything from this to apply to our Youth Growth Groups? 
 

 

? Think about your Youth Growth Group - is your purpose clear? 

If I said that the goal of you Youth Growth Group should be to: 

a. Reflect God’s purposes – namely for members to receive, grow and live by his Word 
with Christ as Lord. 

b. Reflect God’s methods – namely to pray, proclaim and serve. 

 

What about your purposes are clear? What needs to be reinforced? 

 

 

 

 

Lower Mountains Anglican gathers to proclaim Christ (Col 1:28). We do that by 
serving in mission and ministry - seeking people out, connecting people in, 
growing people up and sending people on. LMAP Youth and particularly the Youth 
Growth Groups exist as a smaller expression of Lower Mountains Anglican Church 
- where the Bible is central - and where the group can explore, discuss, 
understand and apply God’s Word – in order to prayerfully grow one another in 
Christian ministry and mission. These ministries are also the best place to offer 
deep and intentional pastoral care. 
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Some tips 

Clarifying and setting up Youth Growth Group goal and purpose is a helpful step to running 
an effective group time. Generally, it is best done at the beginning of the year, but given the 
fast changing nature of youth ministry it is not unhelpful to revisiting at the start of each 
term. Don’t be anal about it – but do it in a way that helps set the culture that you want 
everyone to uphold. 

Remember:  
 The leader sets the tone – and in the absence of leadership, group consensus 

sets the tone (and it will reflect the lowest common point of agreement). 
 
 How do you help a group determine its goal and purpose? 

 One of two ways – which do you think is best and why? 

i. leader dictates  
 

 

 

ii. group discusses 
 
 
 
 
 
When setting that goal and purpose: 

 Ask the group members what they want from the group (which means you can 
both affirm what is on agenda and redirect those who are off agenda). 

 Try and work out a way to get the teenagers to state the purpose – give voice to 
the Christian kids. But don’t fear making it clear yourself. 

 An important aim setting a goal is to engender universal participation: Everyone 
must say something in the group. The longer a person delays contributing to the 
group, the harder it gets. 

 Perhaps you could be creative with the game that would achieve the same kind of 
purpose (see ‘Ice Breaker’ suggestion in Appendix A) 

 
 Why seek this agreement? 

Once a commitment to a group happens, the group feels that they must take into account 
everybody’s needs. If you set a goal and are clear on you group purpose, then as teenagers 
can join the group across the year, they learn the culture because it is set by the others who 
know the purpose – and in fact all will get more out of the group. 
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2. Who are the members? (expectations and commitment) 

Teenagers who come to a Youth Group come with all sorts of expectations which will impact 
their level of commitment.  

a) Some want ________________________, just to be accepted,  
 

b) Others are more concerned with ________________________________________,  
 

c) Other want to focus more on _______________________________________. 
 

 What’s important?  

It is important to recognize the legitimacy of each person’s need and reason for joining. But 
if the leader doesn’t set a clear vision for the group, these competing interests will create 
tensions. And when member’s expectations are not fulfilled, a loss of motivation and 
absenteeism sets in. 

 

 

 

 

 

In the end the need for long-term friendship and meaningful connection will be met as a 
group does good business with God through his word with a view to growing and serving. 
This is Youth Ministry. This is Youth discipleship. 

What type of things do you want the group to be committed to when you meet? 
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 The problem of lack of commitment 

 Fringe members are usually - 

 

 

 

 

 Moving the fringe member onto being a core member will happen as you do five 
things: 

a) set expectations (so they know what is expected and what is being aimed at) 
b) teach the Bible 
c) ensure they are welcome and feel welcome  
d) respect them (if boys) and cherish them (if girls) – generally speaking. 
e) pray for them 

 

These five things will help move someone toward being core in just about any Christian 
gathering – be it church, Bible Study, Youth Group etc. 

What expectations would be appropriate and helpful (age wise) to set up in your 
group? 
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3. How should the group work? (logistics and group life).  

 Logistics 

 Ideal group number 

Focus on group number for a moment. The size of the group should allow for active 
participation of all members. This usually means that 6-12 members (in attendance –not just 
on paper) will be ideal. Less than six the group is too intense with all members having to 
contribute all the time. With more than twelve it becomes too easy for members to hide or 
be passive and attendance drops off because there is a sense of not being missed among 
the many other members. 

That said, we want to welcome all teenagers – and some will come with limitations or 
particular needs (e.g. ADHD, learning difficulties, behaviour challenges etc.). It may be 
better to have less in the group than the ideal above in order to serve everyone well. 

Absenteeism, regardless of size of group always effects morale.  

  Ideal setting 

Some tips for setting up the Youth Growth Group space: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Understanding the stage of a group’s life 

Groups tend to go through certain phases. Understanding this will help the leader to deal 
with unrealistic expectations and disappointments, particularly when a group is getting 
under way. The duration phase will vary from group to group. 

There will always be arguments for and against sticking together as a group (forever). 
Should leaders go with the teenagers as they grow up? In the end it will be a wisdom and 
discipleship issue (but hopefully driven by a mission agenda before a comfort agenda). What 
is best for the teenager to disciple them in Christ? 

There are four stages to a group’s life (and a teenager commitment to a Youth Group). 
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A. The ________________________ stage 

?  What are group members thinking and feeling when they first come?  

 

 

 

 

Most people make a tentative commitment to the group and test the waters.  

  The leader’s role in this stage is to: 

 Give clear directive leadership to create a sense of purpose and security 
 set clear goals 
 establish ground rules for how the group will function and members’ 

responsibilities 
 show interest in each teenager 
 Be the older brother or sister figure that their parents cannot be. 

 
B.  The _______________________ stage 

This is the ‘healthy group’ stage.  

 The group is experiencing: 

 

 

 

 

 The leader’s role and strategy to reach and maintain this settled stage is to: 

 create shared experiences which will build a healthy group - meals together, 
outings, weekends away, games, singing, evangelism 

 delegate and share responsibilities 
 review the goals and commitments to the group, helping members to see both 

individual and group progress, as well as what is yet to be achieved 
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C.  The __________________________ stage 

This is a dangerous stage. Its symptoms include boredom as routine sets in, a lower 
commitment to the group and uncertainty about the future. 

 The leader’s role and strategy to escape this stage is to: 

 be more directive as in the earlier stages of group life 
 be enthusiastic, encourage perseverance 
 set new aims 
 challenge and be creative 
 consider learning styles and change some approaches to how are leading 
 possibly bring the group to an end and reform 

 
 

D. The ____________________________ stage 
 

Is there ever a valid reason to end a group? YES!!! 

Although this happens less in Youth Group settings because the teenagers vote with their 
feet and leave (effectively causing the termination themselves). They do not have the same 
commitment or history that adult church members may have to a group. 

Many groups get to the stage that they meet because they always have. They are 
comfortable with each other; the roles are well-defined, and they are bored. There is no 
sense working any more, it simply happens.  There is no struggling over Scripture, prayer is 
cursory, no reaching people. It is dead.  

Yet no one wants to the group to end. 

 What to do? 

 

 

 

 How to do it? 

 
 
 
 
 

Hopefully there have been some helpful suggestions and discussion. 
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?  What has been most helpful to you? 

 
 
 
 

? What is best next? 

 

 

 

 

Further Reading: 

Marshall, C., Growth Groups - A Training Course in How to Lead Small Groups. Kingsford: 
St Matthias Press, 1995, chapters 12, 13 & 15. 
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Appendix: Ice Breakers 

‘Ice Breakers’ are activities that can be used to help group members relate and settle into group relationships. 
 
They can be used, not just at the first meeting, but throughout the year where appropriate. 
 
Ensure however that your group is not taken over by long, pointless or unhelpful ‘ice breakers’ – Growth 
Groups should still be about studying the Bible together. 
 
Here are some simple suggestions to get you started. 
 

1) Personal Timeline 
Members draw a horizontal line on a piece of paper. Then they record a few significant events from their life 
(e.g. good, bad, embarrassing, funny, spiritually important things). They then explain their timeline to the rest 
of the group. 
 

2) The Name Game 
Everyone sits in a circle. One person starts by saying his/her name and a favourite food or pastime or book etc. 
The next person says what the previous person said, and then says their own name and favourite food…and so 
on around the circle. Very helpful for learning names quickly. 
 

3) One Special Thing 
Divide the group into pairs. Tell the members to carry on a normal conversation, telling the other person as 
much as possible about themselves. Suggest they pick things they think are important for others to know 
about them. After 5 minutes, bring the group back together. Each person introduces his/her partner saying the 
name and one special thing they observed or discovered about the partner. 
 

4) Guess who I am 
Everyone has a card to write on (make sure they are identical). Each person writes down some biological 
details that describes them, but doesn’t make it too obvious who they are. Include hobbies, talents, interests, 
places they have travelled, embarrassing moments, dislikes etc. When each person is finished, the leader 
collects the cards, shuffles them and hands them back out. Have each person read out a card in turn and see if 
the group can guess the person being described. Remember to include a card of your own.  
 
A variation on this is to ask each person to say two things about themselves which are true and one thing 
which is false - the rest of the group must guess which one is the false one. 
 

5) Personal Nametag 
Ask people to write their name in the center of a piece of cardboard and then the answers to the following 4 
questions, one in each corner.  

a) Your favourite music 
b) Someone who has had a big impact on your life. 
c) When did God become real for you. 
d) A hope you have for the future. 

Then ask each person to introduce themselves to each other. 
 

6) Cardboard Cutout Badges 
Cut out a shape which described what you are like or how you are feeling at the moment or what kind of week 
or day you have just had. You can do a similar activity by asking people to use pencils, textas and crayons to 
draw a picture. You could even use play dough or ask people to make a collage by cutting up magazines. If the 
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group has been together for a while you could ask something about where people think they’re at with God 
and this easily leads into a prayer time. 
 

7) Eat together 
Ask people to contribute different food and/or drink. Pick a theme (e.g. food that would be eaten where your 
missionaries are working). Tip: If sugar eat at the end as a reward for finishing the discussion. Recognise that 
sugar hits the system within 15 minutes (and for some much faster). 
 

8) Do a task together 
Help someone in the group move, help someone paint, support a missionary together (each month a different 
group member writing, emailing or calling – report back with prayer points), contribute money towards a 
worthwhile cause. The options are limited only by your imagination! 
 

9) ‘Get to Know You’ Jenga 
Get a Jenga set and number each of the blocks. (Before the group) On a corresponding sheet of paper come up 
with a list of questions, one for each numbered block. Play a game of Jenga, and each time someone pulls out 
a block, they answer the corresponding question. 
 

10) The ‘M&M’ Game 
Get a packet of different colored M&M’s. Go around the group (as often as time permits) and ask everyone to 
pick an M&M (unseen) and answer the corresponding question: 
  Yellow – favourite place to visit in Australia 
  Red – something you are thinking about concerning Jesus. 
  Green – most embarrassing moment 
  Blue – time in your time when you were coldest 
 

For further ideas: 
 
Morris, R. & Morris, K,. Leading Better Bible Studies – Essential skills for effective Small Groups. 

South Sydney: Aquila Press, 1997, pp 135-142. 
 
Moser, K., Changing the World – Creative Christian Ideas for Youth Groups Book 2. 

Oakhurst: Changing the World Press, 2002, pp 111-114. 
 (as the title suggests, this book is aimed at youth group age, but the ideas can easily be 

adapted to suit adult Home Groups.) 

 


